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Who Am I?
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Co-founder & CTO The Most Advanced Time Series Platform

@herberts



Ethereum and me
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2014
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2008 Bitcoin

By the anonymous Satoshi Nakamoto

Solution to double spend problem

UTXOUnspent Transaction Outputs based blockchain

Genesis block on 2009-01-03T18:15:00Z
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2012 Bitcoin Magazine

Vitalik Buterin is a founder

Dedicated to cryptocurrencies

Since 2018, refocus on Bitcoin
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UTXO based blockchains do not allow to create advanced applications

Vitalik’s vision is that of a global decentralized computer

2013 Bitcoin Frustration
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Ethereum White Paper
by Vitalik Buterin

Ethereum Yellow Paper
by Gavin Wood



2014 Ethereum Foundation and ETHDev
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2014 Ethereum Token Sale

The Ethereum Foundation raised money via a token sale July-Aug 2014

The token utility is to pay gas to use the Ethereum global computer

Participants could acquire 2000 ETH tokens for 1 BTC

Could invest from 0.01 BTC to 500,000 BTC

The Ethereum foundation raised 31530 BTC (priced ~570 USD at the time) and

pre-allocated ~60M ETH
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Merkle Trees
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▪ Tree of hashes - (Keccak256)

▪ Integrity verification

▪ Light Merkle proofs



▪ y2 = x3 + ax + b over a finite field (𝔽q , q prime or 2m)

▪ point at infinity (identity element) ∞

▪ generator (base point) G

▪ n, order of G, smallest prime

   such that n⋅G = ∞

▪ h, cofactor, number of cyclic subgroups

▪ private key d in [ 1, n - 1 ]

▪ public key Q = d⋅G

ECC - Elliptic Curve Cryptography
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ECDSA - Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
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▪ Generate e = HASH(m)

▪ z are the Ln leftmost bits of e (Ln is the bit length of n)

▪ Select a cryptographically secure random number k in [ 1, n - 1 ]

▪ Compute (x,y) = k⋅G

▪ Compute r = x mod n and s = k-1 (z + rd) mod n, if r or s is 0, select another k

ECDSA signature is (r,s)



Wallets
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Keepers of secret keys, will perform signing operations



Seed phrases
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Human friendly representation of entropy used to derive private keys

Using words from the BIP-39 word list

Hierarchical Deterministic Wallets according to BIP-32 / BIP-43 / BIP-44

Derivation path m/purpose'/coin_type'/account'/change/address_index

For Ethereum m / 44’ / 60’ / 0’ / 0 / 0

public seed phrase public seed phrase public seed phrase public seed phrase



Blockchain 4
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Providing a global view of a ledger in a manner which is:

▪ Secure
▪ Decentralized
▪ Distributed
▪ Shared
▪ Public

Blocks of data are chained together and sealed using a consensus algorithm

DLT - Distributed Ledger Technology
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The blockchain maintains a world state with accounts

Accounts are either EOA (nonce + balance ) or contracts (+ storage + code)

The world state evolves every ~14 s with mined blocks of transactions

Blocks are chained using a Proof of Work consensus algorithm (until ETH 2.0)

The mainnet genesis block was mined on 2015-07-30T15:26:13Z

The Ethereum network has several thousands of full nodes

Some of those nodes are miners, some (pools) use thousands of hashers

Anatomy of the Ethereum blockchain
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Anatomy of an Ethereum block
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Ethereum Virtual Machine 5
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▪ Stack with 1024 levels containing 32 bytes values (integer arithmetic)

▪ Memory: indefinitely expanding byte array

▪ Storage: world state, persistent across blocks

▪ Environment, block number, time, previous block hash, difficulty, miner

▪ Ability to call to other EVM programs (contracts) each in its own EVM

▪ Logging (Events) mechanism

▪ No ability to make external calls (eg no outgoing HTTP requests)

A  stack based virtual machine
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EVM  opcodes & instructions
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EVM  program example
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60003560203501 Adds the two 256 bits parameters passed in calldata

06000 PUSH1  => 00

235 CALLDATALOAD

36020 PUSH1  => 20

535 CALLDATALOAD

601 ADD



▪ The EVM is run by all nodes

▪ Transactions run on the EVM and alter the world state

▪ Execution is deterministic (based on world state and transactions)

▪ Miners pick and run transactions that they intend to include in a block

▪ Non mining nodes verify transactions by executing them from mined blocks

▪ So mined transactions are executed on ALL Ethereum nodes

EVM execution model
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Stored by each Ethereum node

Per (contract) account storage

2256 32 bytes key to 32 bytes value mappings

Stored using a Merkle Practical Algorithm To Retrieve Information Coded In Alphanumeric Trie

Slot packing for values under 32 bytes

Use of slot dereference (via hash) for dynamically-sized arrays

EVM world state
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Gas 6
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No easy way to determine if an EVM program will run indefinitely or not

This would cause too many resources to be used

Since transactions are executed on all nodes, the impact would be gigantic

The solution is to charge a fee for each step of the computation

Each EVM operation has an associated gas cost

Also charge a fee for storage (per byte and type of storage)

Addressing the Halting Problem
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Each block has a maximum amount of gas that can be used (15-30 million)

This ensures that block emission can be regularly spaced in time (~14 s)

Gas base price is determined by protocol (gas used in previous blocks)

Gas premium fee is used to speed up transaction mining by bribing miners

Transactions specify the maximum price of gas they are willing to pay

Transactions also specify the maximum amount of gas units to consume

Base gas fees are burnt instead of paid to miners (pre EIP-1559)

Ethereum Gas
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Gas price - ethereumprice.org/gas
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Gas guzzlers - etherscan.io/gastracker
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Burnt Gas - watchtheburn.com
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Transactions 7
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Three types of transactions

▪ Sending ETH from one account to another

▪ Deploying a smart contract

▪ Interacting with a smart contract

A transaction is a byte array containing a prefix and rlp serialized list of fields
0x02 || rlp([chain_id, nonce, max_priority_fee_per_gas, max_fee_per_gas, gas_limit, destination, amount, 
data, access_list, signature_y_parity, signature_r, signature_s])

A transaction has an id (txid) which is the hash of the signed transaction

Unit of work of the Ethereum blockchain
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RLP (Recursive Length Prefix) is Ethereum’s specific serialization format

chain_id Chain Id of the current blockchain, prevents replay attacks
nonce Sequence number of the transaction
max_priority_fee_per_gas Maximum gas fee premium to pay per gas unit
max_fee_per_gas Maximum gas fee (base + premium) to pay per gas unit
gas_limit Maximum number of gas units spent during execution
destination Destination address of transaction (EOA or smart contract)
amount Amount of ETH transferred during the transaction
data Data associated with the transaction
access_list Optional list of addresses and storage keys accessed by transaction
y_parity Recovery Id (parity of y component of public key)
r First part of the ECDSA signature
s Second part of the ECDSA signature

Dissecting an Ethereum transaction (type 2)
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Transactions are sent to Ethereum nodes

They enter the mempool and are broadcasted to peer nodes

Mining nodes scan the mempool for profitable transactions to mine in a block

Those transactions are executed in sequence and a block is constructed

An attempt is then made to mine the block by testing nonces and hashing

If a suitable nonce is found, the block is proposed as the next to other nodes

If block is validated, it is now part of the chain and the world state changed

Life of an Ethereum Transaction
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Transaction execution is asynchronous

Transactions by a given account are executed in the order of their nonce

No gap in nonce can occur

Miners can drop transactions (duplicate nonce, gas fee/balance issues)

No guarantee that a transaction will be executed or when

Life of an Ethereum Transaction (2)
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Receipts 8
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Generated when a transaction is mined, whether it succeeds or is reverted

Informations about the execution. Receipts are not accessible from the EVM

▪ Block and transaction ids (hashes) and indices

▪ Gas used by the transaction and all preceding ones in the block

▪ Origin and destination addresses of transaction

▪ Address of created contract

▪ Status and revert reason

▪ Logs

Receipt - summary of transaction execution
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Logs may contain up to four 32 bytes topics plus additional data

Topics are indexed informations from events

For non anonymous events, the first topic is the event signature

Other topics contain indexed event parameters (or their hash if > 32 bytes)

The log data contain non indexed event parameters

The gas cost of storing topics is higher than the cost of storing data

Logs - summary of events generated by contracts
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Smart Contracts 9
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What are Smart Contracts?
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▪ Neither contracts nor particularly smart!

▪ Programs executed in the EVM and changing the Ethereum world state

▪ Data is permanent

▪ Code is immortal unless the SELFDESTRUCT function is called

▪ Code is immutable (beware of bugs!)

▪ Smart contracts are created by a transaction

▪ Any interaction is triggered by a transaction



Smart Contracts toolchain
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REMIX IDE

Languages IDE Blockchain Block Explorer



Smart Contract ABI
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Application Binary Interface

Definitions of the methods and data structures used to interact with the SC

JSON structure used generate code and structure JSON-RPC calls
[ { "anonymous": false, "inputs": [ { "indexed": true, "internalType": "address", "name": "_from", "type": "address" }, { 
"indexed": false, "internalType": "string", "name": "_msg", "type": "string" } ], "name": "TestEvent", "type": "event"
 }, { "constant": false, "inputs": [ { "internalType": "string", "name": "_msg", "type": "string" } ], "name": "emitEvent", 
"outputs": [ { "internalType": "int256", "name": "num1", "type": "int256" }, { "internalType": "string", "name": "str1", 
"type": "string" } ], "payable": false, "stateMutability": "nonpayable", "type": "function" }, { "constant": false, 
"inputs": [ { "components": [ { "internalType": "uint256", "name": "num", "type": "uint256" }, { "internalType": "string", 
"name": "str", "type": "string" } ], "internalType": "struct Test.S[][][]", "name": "_str", "type": "tuple[][][]" } ], 
name": "foo", "outputs": [], "payable": false, "stateMutability": "nonpayable", "type": "function" } ]



Smart Contract Deployment
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Ethereum transaction with non empty data field

Empty to field

The data field contains deployment EVM bytecode

The deployment code creates the storage + code areas for the contract

The compiler creates the deployment code

The transaction receipt will contain the contract address



Smart Contract Execution
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Ethereum transaction with non empty data field

The data field contains a function selector and RLP encoded parameters

The selector is the first 4 bytes of the hash of the simplified function signature

function transfer(address to, uint256 value) external returns (bool success);

Keccak256(ˮtransfer(address,uint256)”) 



Smart Contract Execution (2)
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Ethereum transactions are unstoppable

A txn with the same nonce but higher gas fees will likely replace a pending txn

You can cancel a transaction by issuing a simple 0 ETH transfer transaction

You can speed up a transaction by issuing it with a higher gas fee

The miners will ultimately decide which transaction will be executed



Smart Contract Oracle
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Smart contracts cannot make external calls to retrieve off-chain data

They can call other smart contracts

Oracles feed off-chain data on-chain

They are external components with associated smart contracts

→ → ← ←



dApps - Decentralized Applications
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▪ The original vision of Ethereum

▪ Front-end + Smart Contracts

▪ Fully decentralized if front-end is stored on IPFS + random Ethereum nodes

web3js geth
besu
parity



Examples
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ERC20 Token Yield Farming NFT (ERC721)

DEX Lending

Name Service Play to Earn



Smart Contract Security
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Bugs cannot be easily fixed due to contract immutability

Bugs are a subtle mix of programming + systemic + oracle + system issues

Bugs can be costly!

2022-02 2022-03 2022-04

                             wormhole                ronin                 beanstalk

$326M $624M $181M



The Future 10
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EVM Compatible blockchains
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chainlist.org has over 150



Ethereum evolution
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Evolution of the Ethereum consensus algorithm to Proof of Stake

Layer 2 sidechains for scaling

Evolution of the EVM (Ethereum WebAssembly, ewasm)

…
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senx.io  |  warp10.io

Mathias.Herberts@senx.io



Links

https://shop.ledger.com
https://metamask.io/
https://cryptobook.nakov.com/asymmetric-key-ciphers/elliptic-curve-cryptography-ecc
https://www.evm.codes/
https://ethervm.io/
https://programtheblockchain.com/posts/2018/03/09/understanding-ethereum-smart-contract-storage/
https://noxx.substack.com/p/evm-deep-dives-the-path-to-shadowy
https://noxx.substack.com/p/evm-deep-dives-the-path-to-shadowy-d6b
https://noxx.substack.com/p/evm-deep-dives-the-path-to-shadowy-3ea
https://eth.wiki/fundamentals/patricia-tree
https://medium.com/mycrypto/understanding-event-logs-on-the-ethereum-blockchain-f4ae7ba50378
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/blob/master/EIPS/eip-1559.md
https://chainlist.org/
https://rekt.news/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MX0AU6rGwWQ
https://ipfs.io/
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https://shop.ledger.com?r=00d147b67b6d&tracker=DevoxxFR2022
https://metamask.io/
https://cryptobook.nakov.com/asymmetric-key-ciphers/elliptic-curve-cryptography-ecc
https://www.evm.codes/
https://ethervm.io/
https://programtheblockchain.com/posts/2018/03/09/understanding-ethereum-smart-contract-storage/
https://noxx.substack.com/p/evm-deep-dives-the-path-to-shadowy
https://noxx.substack.com/p/evm-deep-dives-the-path-to-shadowy-d6b
https://noxx.substack.com/p/evm-deep-dives-the-path-to-shadowy-3ea
https://eth.wiki/fundamentals/patricia-tree
https://medium.com/mycrypto/understanding-event-logs-on-the-ethereum-blockchain-f4ae7ba50378
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/blob/master/EIPS/eip-1559.md
https://chainlist.org/
https://rekt.news/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MX0AU6rGwWQ
https://ipfs.io/

